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The present note deals with the operator L : H1(Rn)  D$(Rn) which takes a
given element f of the Hardy space to the function f log | f |. In general, this func-
tion need not be locally integrable. Nevertheless, due to peculiar cancellations of
large positive and negative terms in the integral  .f log | f | with . # C 0 (R
n), we
are able to give meaning to f log | f | as a Schwartz distribution. We find several
alternatives for this interpretation of f log | f |.  1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
The subject of discussion here originated in our study of the H1-theory
of Jacobians. It is, therefore, appropriate to begin with a brief account of
this study. Let W 1, n(Rn, Rn) denote the space of mappings F : Rn  Rn
whose differential {F is Ln-integrable. Through all of this discussion we will
not assume that F itself is Ln-integrable, thus our Sobolev class
W 1, n(Rn, Rn) differs from the customary one. It is clear that the Jacobian
determinant det {F, also denoted by JF, belongs to L1(Rn) and &det {F&1
&{F&nn . More generally, for mappings F, G # W
1, n(Rn, Rn), we have
&JF&JG&1&{F&{G&n (&{F&n+&{G&n )n&1
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which means that the Jacobian operator
J : W 1, n(Rn, Rn)  L1(Rn)
is continuous. Actually, due to certain internal cancellations, the Jacobian
turns out to be in the Hardy space H1(Rn). This elegant result is due to
R. Coifman, P. Lions, Y. Meyer and S. Semmes [CLMS] and can be
traced back to the work of H. Wente [W]. To limit unnecessary
preliminaries we state, as a starting point, the estimate
&JF&JG&H1C(n) &{F&{G&n (&{F&n+&{G&n )n&1 (1.1)
and refer to [I] for a proof. This shows, in particular, that the operator
J : W 1, n(Rn, Rn)  H1(Rn) (1.2)
is also continuous.
Next we recall a result of E. Stein [S1]; if f # H1(Rn) and f 0 in an
open set 0/Rn, then f log f # L1loc(0)/D$(0). The latter symbol stands
for the space of Schwartz distributions on 0. This is the first indication
why f log | f | might be given a meaning as a distribution for an arbitrary
f # H1(Rn). Also, more recent advances concerning the Jacobian reveal an
interesting fact that deserves a statement of its own.
Proposition 1 [I]. The operator J log |{| which carries a given
mapping F : Rn  Rn to (JF ) log |{F | is a continuous operator from
W 1, n(Rn, Rn) into the space of Schwartz distributions D$(Rn).
The method of approximation has always been a powerful and the most
straightforward of all techniques for defining distributions. Indeed, as
shown in [I], the distribution (JF ) log |{F | can be obtained as the limit
in D$(Rn) of functions (JFk) log |{Fk |, where Fk # C 0 (R
n, Rn) are
arbitrary mappings converging to F in W 1, n(Rn, Rn). That is,
lim
k   |Rn .(JFk) log |{Fk |=(., JF log |{F |) . (1.3)
Here and subsequently, the angular brackets designate the value of the
distribution at the test function . # C 0 (R
n).
Successively more refined attempts along these lines eventually lead us to
an alternative definition which is free of any approximation, namely
JF log |{F |=&i
d
dt
( |{F |&it JF )t=0 . (1.4)
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We should point out here that the limit of the difference quotients defining
the derivative exists only in D$(Rn). The arguments establishing (1.4) are
based on estimates for nonlinear commutators as developed in [IS1, IS2,
I]. But this is another subject, and we will not go into it here.
A result of R. Coifman and R. Rochberg [CR] may be used as a vehicle
for introducing the distribution (JF ) log |{F |. They proved, among other
things, that for h # L1loc(R
n) the function log Mh has bounded mean oscilla-
tion (or is infinite everywhere). Here M is the HardyLittlewood maximal
operator. The exact statement is
&log Mh&BMO(Rn)C(n). (1.5)
The trick, then, is to decompose
(JF ) log |{F |=(JF ) log
|{F |
M({F )
+(JF ) log M({F ). (1.6)
The first term is easily seen to be L1-integrable. The second term is the
product of an H1-function and BMO-function and, therefore, can be given
a meaning as a distribution, compare this with [GI]. This method, which
highlights the role of the H1&BMO duality, seems to be the most elegant
one. But it has the disadvantage of being very nonlinear, and thus practi-
cally impossible to use in the study of the continuity properties of the
operator J log |{|. Nevertheless, inequality (1.5) and the H1&BMO
duality will prove crucial for our arguments.
Finally, in generalizing Proposition 1 we were guided by the conjecture
that every f # H1(Rn) might actually be equal to the Jacobian of a
mapping F in the Sobolev class W 1, n(Rn, Rn). We can now revert to our
original goal and ask similar questions for arbitrary functions in H1(Rn).
Let H10(R
n) denote the space of bounded functions with compact
support and with zero L1-mean. Note that such functions form a dense
subspace of H1(Rn). We shall define the distribution f log | f | for an
arbitrary f # H1(Rn) by proving the following theorem
Theorem 1. Suppose fk # H10(R
n) converge to f in H1(Rn). Then the
functions fk log | fk | converge in D$(Rn) to a distribution, denoted by
f log | f |, that is,
lim
k   |Rn .fk log | fk |=(., f log | f |) (1.7)
for every test function . # C 0 (R
n).
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Our next result, which mimics formula (1.4), makes no appeal to any
approximation of f by bounded functions
Theorem 2. The distribution f log | f | is the derivative at zero of the real
variable function
8 : R  L1(Rn)/D$(Rn) (1.8)
given by
8(t)=&if | f | it for all t # R. (1.9)
This means that the difference quotients defining 8$(0)= f log | f | converge
in D$(Rn).
Among the tools that make this possible is the decomposition
(., f log | f |) =( f, . log Mf ) +|
Rn
.f log
| f |
Mf
, (1.10)
where Mf =(M - | f | )2. Note that for this version of the maximal operator
we have &Mf &1C(n) & f &1 . On account of the point-wise inequality
} f log | f |Mf }Mf &| f | (1.11)
we see that the integral in (1.10) converges absolutely. Note that log Mf
belongs to BMO(Rn), so does the function . log Mf. By the H1-BMO
duality this latter function can be viewed as a linear bounded functional on
H1(Rn). It is in this way that we understand the term ( f, . log Mf ).
The definitions of f log | f | # D$(Rn) are not our only concern here. Two
related nonlinear operators from H1(Rn) into D$(Rn) emerge. They are
Lf =f log | f |, (1.12)
and its homogeneous variant
Z= f =f log \=+ | f |& f &1+ , 0=e=2.71... . (1.13)
For abbreviation we shall write Zf and Af when ==e and ==0, respec-
tively. It is relevant here to introduce the Zygmund space L log L(Rn)
equipped with the norm
& f &L log L(Rn)=&Zf &1=|
Rn
| f | log \e+ | f |& f &1+ ; (1.14)
see Section 8 for the spaces L p log L.
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The following estimate establishes boundedness of the operator
Z= : H
1(Rn)  D$(Rn).
Theorem 3. Let 0 be a ball in Rn of radius R. There exists a constant
CR=CR(n) such that
|(., Z= f ) |CR &{.& & f &H1 (1.15)
for all . # C 0 (0) and f # H
1(Rn).
As a side benefit, we find that both Z= f and Lf are distributions of
order 1. To facilitate the forthcoming estimates we supply a distribution
T # D$(Rn) with the seminorms
[T]R=sup[ |(., T) |; . # C 0 (0), &{.&=1], (1.16)
supremum being taken with respect to all balls 0/Rn of radius R. Thus
(1.15) reads as
[Z= f ]RCR & f &H1 . (1.17)
With this new notation, we can state an inequality for the operator
Lf =f log | f |
[Lf ]RCR & f &H1+CR & f &1 |log & f &1 |. (1.18)
This is about as close as we can come to putting the operator L into this
context. Because of nonlinearity, the boundedness of Z= : H
1(Rn)  D$(Rn)
does not guarantee continuity. The following estimate deals with this
problem
Theorem 4. Under the above notation we have
[Z= f &Z= g]RCR & f & g&H1 log \e+& f &H1+&g&H1& f & g&H1 + (1.19)
for f, g # H1(Rn).
Inequality (5.6) of Section 5 yields information how the gradient of the
test function . enters into this estimate. The interested reader will have no
trouble formulating and proving the corresponding statements for vector-
valued functions. For this purpose Lemma 4.1 proves very useful. Also, by
using Fatou Lemma, one can recover the result of E. Stein. Indeed, if
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f # H1(Rn) happens to be nonnegative in an open set 0/Rn and E is a
compact subset of 0, then applying Theorem 1 we find that
|
E
| f | log(e+| f | )<.
We shall take advantage of the following norm in the Zygmund class
L log L(E ),
& f &L log L(E )=|
E
| f | log \e+ | f |& f &E+ , (1.20)
where & f &E=E | f | and E has positive measure, see Section 8 for integral
norms in L p log L. Let us denote by H1(0) the space of functions on 0
which admit an H1-extension to Rn. The natural norm in H1(0) is, of
course, given by
& f &H1(0)=inf[& f &H1 ; f # H1(Rn) and f |0= f ]. (1.21)
Let H1+(0) denote the set of nonnegative functions in H
1(0) and let E be
a compact subset of 0. That the restriction operator H1+(0)  L log L(E )
is bounded follows by Stein’s result, but whether it is a continuous
operator may not be obvious. To this end we have to prove the following
Theorem 5. Suppose that the functions fk converge to f in H1(Rn) and
are nonnegative on an open set 0/Rn. Then
lim
k  
& fk& f &L log L(E )=0 (1.22)
for every compact subset E/0.
We then conclude with a new result concerning Jacobians.
Theorem 6. Given a sequence [Fk] of orientation preserving mappings
Fk : 0  Rn converging to F in W1, n(0, Rn). Then
lim
k  
&det {Fk&det {F&L log L(E )=0 (1.23)
for each compact E/0.
The point is that (det {Fk&det {F ) may change sign in 0. In that sense
Theorem 6 extends the familiar result of S. Mu ller [M].
Besides the above mentioned results we also hope that the subject
deserves pursuing further, towards understanding the H1-BMO duality.
The interested reader is referred to the forthcoming paper [BIJZ].
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2. FUNCTIONS OF BOUNDED MEAN OSCILLATION
Let us acquaint ourselves with the JohnNirenberg space BMO(Rn). The
integral mean of a function f # L1loc(R
n) over a ball B/Rn is denoted by
fB=
1
|B| |B f ( y) dy :=|B f ( y) dy. (2.1)
Then the mean oscillations of f are
| f & fB | B=|
B
| f (x)& fB | dx. (2.2)
We will often exploit the elementary inequality
| f & fB | B2 |
B
| f (x)&c| dx (2.3)
for every constant c.
Now, f is said to have bounded mean oscillation, briefly f # BMO(Rn), if
& f &BMO=sup
B
| f & fB |B<, (2.4)
where the supremum is taken over all balls B/Rn. If | f & fB |B tends to
zero, uniformly as |B|+|B|&1  , we then say that f has vanishing mean
oscillations. The space of such functions, denoted by VMO(Rn), was intro-
duced by D. Sarason [S]. Note that VMO(Rn) is the closure of C 0 (R
n)
in BMO(Rn). The celebrated lemma of John and Nirenberg [JN] asserts
that
|
0
exp _ | f & f0 |c(n) & f &BMO&2 (2.5)
for every ball 0/Rn and f # BMO(Rn). Taking into account the n th term
in the Maclaurin expansion of the integrand in (2.5) yields
|
0
| f & f0 | n2 } n ! cn & f &nBMO . (2.6)
For *>0 we denote by *0 the ball of the same center as 0 but with the
radius multiplied by the factor *. Note the inequality
| f*0 | | f0 |+*n & f &BMO (2.7)
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for *1. Indeed, we have
| f0& f*0 |= } |0 ( f & f*0) }|0 | f & f*0 |
*n |
*0
| f & f*0 |*n & f &BMO .
Hence (2.7) follows.
The general question which we are facing here is how multiplication by
a test function affects the BMO-norm. The following lemma addresses this
issue.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose h # BMO(Rn) and . # C 10(0), where 0 is a ball of
radius R. Then .h # BMO(Rn) and we have
&.h&BMOC(n) R &{.& (&h&BMO+|h0 | ). (2.8)
Proof. Throughout this proof and in the sequel we adopt the usual
convention that the constants may vary from line to line. Given any ball
B/Rn, we want to estimate the mean oscillation of .h, precisely as.
|.h&(.h)B | BC(n) R &{.& (&h&BMO+|h0 | ). (2.9)
We can certainly assume that B meets 0, since otherwise |.h&(.h)B |=0.
This assumption leaves only two possibilities; either 0/3B or B/30, as
is easy to see by geometric considerations.
Case 0/3B. With the aid of (2.3) we obtain
|.h&(.h)B | B2 |.h|B2 &.&
|0|
|B|
|h|02 } 3n &.& (&h&BMO+|h0 | ).
To conclude with (2.9) we need only observe that
&.&R &{.& . (2.10)
Case B/30. We begin with the decomposition
|.h&(.h)B | B2 |.h&.BhB | B2 |
B
|.&.B | |h|+2 |
B
|.B | |h&hB | .
The second integral mean is controlled by
|.B | &h&BMOR &{.& &h&BMO .
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To estimate the first integral we observe that |.&.B |C(n) |B|1n
&{.& . Applying Ho lder’s inequality yields
|
B
|.&.B | |h|C(n) &{.& \|B |h|n+
1n
C(n) R &{.& \|30 |h|n+
1n
C(n) R &{.& _\|30 |h&h30 |n+
1n
+|h30 |&
C(n) R &{.& (&h&BMO+|h|0 ).
In this latter step we have used inequalities (2.6) and (2.7). The proof of the
lemma is completed by taking supremum in (2.9) over all balls B/Rn. K
Remark. A study of pointwise multipliers for BMO spaces was
originated in 1976 by S. Janson [J] and developed by Y. Gotoh [G1, G2],
E. Nakai and K. Yabuta [NY, N]. As pointed out by the referee, the
supremum norm of the gradient of the test function at (2.8) can be replaced
by the L p-norm, p>n, and the factor R by R1&(np). However, we do not
pursue these generalizations here as the need will not arise.
We now turn our attention to an important result of R. Coifman
and R. Rochberg [CR]. Accordingly, if f # L p(Rn) with 1p, then
log Mf # BMO(Rn). We also have the universal bound
&log Mf &BMO(Rn)C(n). (2.11)
Two facts should be noted. First, setting Mf =(M - | f | )2, it also holds
that
&log Mf &BMO(Rn)C(n). (2.12)
Second, one can modify it further to obtain
&log(1+Mf )&BMO(Rn)C(n). (2.13)
The way to see this is via the formula log(1+t)=8(log t), where
8(s)=log(1+es) is a Lipschitz function. The main advantage of choosing
Mf in preference to Mf is the L1-inequality
&Mf &1C(n) & f &1 (2.14)
which follows immediately from the L2-theory of the standard Hardy
Littlewood maximal operator.
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3. THE HARDY SPACE
The greatest advantage of the Hardy space over L1(Rn) is its underlying
concept of cancellation appearing already in the definition of an atom. The
book by E. Stein [S2] is a particularly good reference here. An H1-atom
is any measurable function which is supported in a ball B/Rn, is bounded
by |B|&1, and has zero L1-mean. A function f belongs to H1(Rn) if it
admits an atomic decomposition
f = :

k=1
*k ak , (3.1)
where k=1 |*k |< and ak are H
1-atoms. The H1-norm of f is then
defined by
& f &H1=inf {: |*k |; f =: *k ak= ,
the infimum being taken over all possible atomic decompositions of f.
Hence
& f &1& f &H1 and |
Rn
f (x) dx=0. (3.2)
Note that partial sums of the series (3.1) have compact support and vanishing
L1-mean, thus belong to H10(R
n). The central estimate of the H1-theory is
the duality inequality
} |Rn f (x) h(x) dx }C(n) & f &H1 &h&BMO (3.3)
for every h # BMO(Rn) and f # H10(R
n). In light of this inequality, since
H10(R
n) is dense in H1(Rn), every function h # BMO(Rn) can be viewed as
a bounded linear functional on H1(Rn). The value of this functional at
an element f # H1(Rn) will be denoted by (h, f ) or ( f, h). Recall that
BMO(Rn) is the dual space to H1(Rn) and the latter is the dual of
VMO(Rn), see [FS] and [S] respectively. But we will not exploit these
facts here.
Having disposed of all the above preliminaries we can now prove
inequality (1.15) for f # H10(R
n). Later on, we will actually dispense with
this restriction almost immediately by an approximation argument.
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Lemma 3.1. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 3, if moreover f # H10(R
n),
then
|(., Z= f ) |= } |Rn .f log \=+
| f |
& f &1+}CR &{.& & f &H1 . (3.4)
Proof. The case f#0 is obvious. Neither the hypothesis nor the conclu-
sion is affected if we replace f by any multiple of f. Therefore, it involves
no loss of generality in assuming that & f &1=1. We now split the integrand
of (3.4) as
.f log(=+| f | )=.f log
=+| f |
1+Mf
+.f log(1+Mf ). (3.5)
By virtue of the point-wise inequality | f |Mf, the absolute value of the
first term in the decomposition (3.5) is bounded by |.| (1+Mf ). Applying
(2.14) and (2.10) yields the desired estimate for this term:
} |Rn .f log
=+| f |
1+Mf }&.& &1+Mf &1CR(n) &.& & f &1
CR(n) &{.& & f &H1 .
In order to estimate the second term in (3.5) we refer to the duality
inequality (3.3). It works as
} |Rn .f log(1+Mf ) }C(n) & f &H1 &. log(1+Mf )&BMO
C(n) R &{.& & f &H1
__&log(1+Mf )&BMO+|0 log(1+Mf )& ,
where we have used Lemma 2.1. It remains to estimate the expressions in
the square brackets by constants depending only on the dimension and R.
Inequality (2.13) handles the first one, while (2.14) gives the desired
estimate for the second expression
|
0
log(1+Mf )|
0
Mf C(n, R) & f &1=C(n, R).
This completes the proof of the lemma.
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4. THREE LEMMAS
We still need a few more preliminary inequalities to dispose of.
Lemma 4.1. Let x and y be vectors from a normed space and let t be a
real number. Then
|x |x| it+ y | y| it&(x+ y) |x+ y| it|2 |t| |x+ y| log \e+|x|+ | y||x+ y| + (4.1)
and, in particular,
|x log |x|+ y log | y|&(x+ y) log |x+ y| |
2 |x+ y| log \e+|x|+| y||x+ y| + . (4.2)
Proof. Arguments proving this lemma, and many others like them in
the sequel, exploit the elementary inequalities
|ait&bit||t| log
a
b
|t| \ab&1+ (4.3)
for ab>0. The proof of the first inequality is a straightforward applica-
tion of |eit&1||t| and is left to the reader. The second inequality is well
known. Now, by virtue of homogeneity and symmetry in (4.1), we may
assume that |x|+| y|=1 and 0<|x| 12| y|. Similar remarks go for (4.2).
We split the left hand side of (4.1) and apply (4.3) to each term as follows
|x |x| it+ y | y| it&(x+ y) |x+ y| it|
=|(x+ y)(1&|x+ y| it)&(x+ y)(1&| y| it)&x( | y| it&|x| it)|
|t| (&|x+ y| log |x+ y|& |x+ y| log | y|+| y|& |x| )
|t| |x+ y| log
e
|x+ y| | y|
2 |t| |x+ y| log \e+ 1|x+ y|+ .
This proves inequality (4.1). Finally, upon dividing by t, we reach
inequality (4.2) by letting t go to zero. K
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Next we give a very essential, though easily proved, result
Lemma 4.2. Suppose f, g # L1(Rn). Then
|
Rn
| f &g| log \e+| f |+| g|| f &g| +& f & g&1 log \e+
& f &1+&g&1
& f & g&1 + .
(4.4)
Proof. For f =g the inequality is clear. Without restriction of generality
we can assume that & f & g&1=1. This gives way to a probability measure
on Rn, d+(x)=| f (x)& g(x)| dx. In view of the concavity of the function
t  log(e+t), we can apply Jensen’s inequality to obtain
|
Rn
log \e+| f |+| g|| f &g| + d+log \e+|Rn
| f |+| g|
| f &g|
d++
=log _e+|Rn ( | f (x)|+| g(x)| ) dx&
=log(e+& f &1+&g&1 )
as claimed. K
In order to take full advantage of the arithmetic properties of the
logarithm we consider the operator
Af = f log
| f |
& f &1
. (4.5)
This operator possesses many of the properties of the operator Z that
have already been encountered in Introduction. It will also simplify the
task of decomposing integrands involved in the forthcoming calculations.
The closeness of A to Z= is shown by the following lemma
Lemma 4.3. The operator Z=&A maps L1(Rn) into the space of locally
integrable functions. Its modulus of continuity is expressed by the following
estimate
|
0
|(Z= f &Af )&(Z=g&Ag)|CR(n) & f & g&1 log \e+& f &1+&g&1& f & g&1 +
(4.6)
for every ball 0/Rn of radius R.
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Proof. The following elementary inequality is the key to our proof
|x log(=+|x| )&x log |x|& y log(=+| y| )+ y log | y| |
3 |x& y| log \e+ 1|x|+| y|+ . (4.7)
Indeed, to see this we need only consider the case 0<|x|| y|. Under this
assumption the left hand side takes the form
} (x& y) log \1+ =| y|++x log \
1+
=
|x|
1+
=
| y|+}
2 |x& y| log \e+ 1|x|+ | y|++|x| log
| y|
|x|
,
where the latter term is bounded by | y&x|, establishing inequality (4.7).
In view of the homogeneity and symmetry at (4.6) we can assume that
& f & g&1=1 and & f &1&g&1>0. Let us begin with the estimate
} f log \=+ | f |& f &1+& f log
| f |
& f &1
& g log \=+ | g|& f &1++ g log
| g|
& f &1 }
3 | f &g| log \e+ & f &1| f |+| g|+ .
Be aware that the expression in the left hand side differs from the integrand
of (4.6), precisely at the points where & f &1 takes the place of &g&1 .
We integrate this over 0
|
0 } f log \=+
| f |
& f &1 +& f log
| f |
& f &1
& g log \=+ | g|& f &1++ g log
| g|
& f &1 } dx
3 |
0
| f &g| log \e+ & f &1| f |+| g|+ dx
3 |
Rn
| f &g| log \e+ & f &1 /0| f |+| g|+ dx,
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where /0 stands for the characteristic function of 0. The trick, then, is to
regard | f &g| dx=d+ as a probability measure and employ Jensen’s
inequality. Continuing this chain of inequalities yields
3 |
Rn
log \e+ & f &1 /0| f |+| g|+ d+
3 log \e+| & f &1 /0| f |+| g| d++
3 log(e+|0| & f &1 )
CR(n) & f & g&1 log \e+& f &1+&g&1& f & g&1 + .
It remains to establish such a bound for the expression
|
0 }&g log \=+
| g|
&g&1++ g log
| g|
&g&1
+ g log \=+ | g|& f &1+& g log
| g|
& f &1 }
=|
0 } g log
| g|+= & f &1
| g|+= &g&1 }
|
0
| g| \ | g|+= & f &1| g|+= &g&1 &1+
=(& f &1&&g&1 ) |0|
= |0| & f & g&1
CR(n) & f & g&1 log \e+& f &1+&g&1& f & g&1 + .
Combining the above estimates gives (4.6). K
5. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1, 3, AND 4
Our first objective is to establish inequality (1.19) for f, g # H10(R
n) and
==0, that is,
[Af &Ag]RCR & f & g&H1 log \e+& f &H1+&g&H1& f & g&H1 + . (5.1)
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By virtue of the homogeneity we may assume that & f & g&1=2 and also
& f &1&g&1> 0. In particular, 2& f &1+&g&12 & f &1 . Hence we find
that
1& f &11+
& f &1+&g&1
& f & g&1
.
We now split Af &Ag into four terms,
Af &Ag= f log
| f |
& f &1
& g log
| g|
&g&1
=:+;+#+$,
where
:=( f &g) log
| f &g|
& f & g&1
;= f log | f |& g log | g|&( f &g) log | f &g|
#=( f &g) log 2+(g& f ) log & f &1
$=&g log
& f &1
&g&1
.
We need to estimate the integrals  .:,  .;,  .# and  .$, where . is a
given test function of class C 0 (0). The first one is handled by Lemma 3.1,
giving the desired estimate
} | .: }CR &{.& & f & g&H1 . (5.2)
To carry out the other three integrals requires point-wise estimates of ;, #,
and $. After applying (4.2) with x= f and y=&g, we find that
|;|2 | f &g| log \e+| f |+| g|| f &g| + .
Thus Lemma 4.2 yields
} | .; }2 &.& & f & g&1 log \e+& f &1+&g&1& f & g&1 + . (5.3)
With the aid of the above imposed restrictions on & f &1 , &g&1 and & f & g&1
it can be seen that
} | .# }&.& & f & g&1 _ log 2+log \1+& f &1+&g&1& f & g&1 +& . (5.4)
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Concerning $, we may use (4.3) to write |$|| g|((& f &1 &g&1)&1). Upon
integration of .$ and subsequent simplification we arrive at the estimate
} | .$ }&.&1 & f & g&1 . (5.5)
Now, if we add all the inequalities side by side from (5.2) to (5.5), we find
at once that
|(., Af &Ag) |CR &{.& & f & g&H1
+4 &.& & f & g&1 log \e+& f &1+&g&1& f & g&1 + . (5.6)
Here we may replace &.& by R &{.& . To complete the proof of (5.1)
it is necessary to observe that the expression x log(e+( yx)) increases as
the variables x>0 and y>0 do so. As & &1& &H1 , replacing L1-norms by
H1-norms, we arrive at the inequality
|(., Af &Ag) |CR &{.& & f & g&H1 log \e+& f &H1+&g&H1& f & g&H1 + .
Taking supremum over all test functions . # C 0 (0) with &{.&=1
yields (5.1).
By virtue of Lemma 4.3, we also have
[Z= f &Z= g]RCR & f & g&H1 log \e+& f &H1+&g&H1& f & g&H1 + . (5.7)
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1. Fix f # H1(Rn) and
consider an arbitrary sequence [ fk] of functions fk # H10(R
n) converging to
f in H1-norm. We can certainly apply inequality (5.1) to fj and fk in place
of f and g. One inference from this application is that (., Afk) is a
Cauchy sequence. Thus [Afk] converges in D$(Rn). To deduce an
analogous statement for the sequence [Lfk] we must decompose
Lfk=Afk+ fk log & fk &1 .
It remains to show that the functions fk log & fk &1 form a Cauchy sequence
in L1(Rn). But this is straightforward by virtue of the elementary inequality
& f log & f &1& g log &g&1 &1
2 & f & g&1+& f & g&1 |log(& f &1+&g&1 )|.
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In conclusion, the functions Lfk= fk log | fk | converge in D$(Rn) to a
distribution, proving Theorem 1.
Remark. We have already introduced the notation Lf =f log | f | for
the distribution obtained as the limit of [Lfk]. Note that our proof gives
the formula
Lf =Af +f log & f &1 , (5.8)
where Af stands for the limit of [Afk]. Therefore, it should not confuse
the reader if we use the notation f log( | f |& f &1) for the distribution Af,
with f # H1(Rn), even when f is not in H10(R
n).
Finally, we extend inequalities (1.15) and (1.19) to the whole space
H1(Rn) by an approximation argument. Since H10(R
n) is dense in H1(Rn),
Theorems 3 and 4 are straightforward.
Let us conclude this section with one more estimate concerning the
nonhomogeneous operator L : H1(Rn)  D$(Rn).
By (5.1) and (5.7) one immediately obtains
[Lf &Lg]RCR & f & g&H1 _ log \e+& f &H1+&g&H1& f & g&H1 +
+|log(& f &H1+&g&H1)|& . (5.9)
Here is another form of this estimate
[Lf &Lg]RCR(n) & f & g&H1 log
1+& f &2H1+&g&
2
H1
& f &g&H1
(5.10)
Lengthy, though elementary, verification of (5.10) is left to the interested
reader.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Slightly more sophisticated tools are required to handle the delicate
question of existence of the derivative of the function Ff : R  R defined by
Ff (t)=|
Rn
.f | f | it, &<t<, (6.1)
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where . # C 0 (0) and f # H
1(Rn) are fixed. We claim that Ff is differen-
tiable at zero and its derivative equals
F $f (0)=i( f, . log Mf ) +i |
Rn
.f log
| f |
Mf
. (6.2)
In proving this, we shall imitate the analysis of formula (3.5), with slight
changes in which the logarithms are replaced by the corresponding finite
difference quotients. We begin with the decomposition
Ff (t)&Ff (0)
t
=I1(t)+I2(t), (6.3)
where
I1(t)=
1
t |Rn .f[| f |
it&(Mf ) it] (6.4)
and
I2(t)=
1
t |Rn .f[(Mf )
it&1]. (6.5)
Recalling the pointwise inequality Mf =(M - | f | )2| f | and using (4.3),
we easily obtain a uniform bound for the integrand in I1 ,
1
t
| f | |(Mf ) it&| f | it|Mf &| f | # L1(Rn).
This makes it legitimate to apply Lebesgue Dominated Convergence
Theorem, esta-blishing the existence of the limit of I1(t) as t  0. Precisely,
we have
lim
t  0
I1(t)=i |
Rn
.f log
| f |
Mf
. (6.6)
The task is now to show that
lim
t  0
I2(t)=i( f, . log Mf ). (6.7)
Before the proof, though, we need to prepare some additional arguments.
Let us introduce the temporary notation ht=ht(x) for the functions
1t[(Mf ) it&1], t{0.
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Clearly, for each x # Rn we have
lim
t  0
ht(x)=i log Mf (x). (6.8)
The existence of the limit at (6.7) will follow once we establish a few
uniform estimates for the family [ht] with t # R. An easy one follows from
(4.3), namely
|ht(x)||log Mf (x)|. (6.9)
Somewhat delicate is the following uniform bound for the BMO-norms,
&ht&BMO2 &log Mf &BMO . (6.10)
To see this, we again make use of inequality (4.3) and also (2.3).
Consequently, for each ball B/Rn we can write
|
B } ht(x)&|B ht( y) dy } dx=
2
t
|
B
|(Mf ) it&eit(log Mf )B|
2 |
B
|log Mf &(log Mf )B |
2 &log Mf &BMO .
Taking supremum with respect to all balls gives (6.10).
Next, we invoke Lemma 2.1 to infer a uniform bound for &.ht &BMO ,
with . # C 0 (0) fixed. What will really matter is the following estimate
&.ht&i. log Mf &BMOK=K(n, ., f ), (6.11)
where K does not depend on the parameter t.
With this preliminaries in hand, we can now prove formula (6.7). Given
an arbitrary g # H10(R
n), we look at the decomposition
I2(t)&i |
Rn
.f log Mf =|
Rn
.g(ht&i log Mf )
+|
Rn
.( f &g)(ht&i log Mf )
The duality inequality (3.3) yields
} I2(t)&i |Rn .f log Mf }&g& &.ht&i. log Mf &1+C(n) K & f & g&H1 .
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Observe from (6.9) that |ht&i log Mf |2 |log Mf |. As the function
. log Mf is integrable we may apply Dominated Convergence Theorem
which in view of (6.8) results in the estimate
lim sup
t  0 } I2(t)&i |Rn .f log Mf }C(n) K & f & g&H1
for every g # H10(R
n). As f # H1(Rn) the right hand side can be made as
small as we wish proving (6.7). This combined with (6.6) yields formula
(6.2).
We are still left with the task of identifying F $f (0) with the distribution
Lf, which requires showing that
F $f (0)=i(., Lf ) . (6.12)
Recall that (., Lf ) was originally defined as limit of the integrals
 .fk log | fk |, with fk # H10(R
n) converging to f in H1-norm. Formula
(6.12) certainly holds if f # H10(R
n), because both sides of (6.12) are equal
to i  .f log | f |. Therefore, we shall have established (6.12) if we prove that
lim
k  
F $fk (0)=F $f (0) (6.13)
whenever fk # H1(Rn) converge to f in H1(Rn). To see this we need the
following estimate
Lemma 6.1. For each f # H1(Rn) and . # C 0 (0)
|F $f (0)|CR &{.& & f &H1+&.& & f &1 |log & f &1 |. (6.14)
In particular, limk   F $fk (0)=0 if fk  0 in H
1(Rn).
Proof. First assume that & f &1=1. The case f =0, being obvious, is
omitted. Notice the identity
F $f (0)=i( f, . log (1+Mf ))+i |
Rn
.f log
| f |
1+Mf
(6.15)
which is easily seen from (6.2) via arithmetic properties of the logarithm.
We can now proceed analogously to the proof of Lemma 3.1; see the
arguments after formula (3.5). It results in the estimate
|F $f (0)|CR &{.& & f &H1 . (6.16)
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Another inference from (6.2) is the identity: F $f (0)=(1*) F $*f (0)&
i log *  .f, for all *>0. Setting *=& f &&11 and applying (6.16) to the
function *f yields Lemma 6.1. Returning to the proof of (6.13) we first
notice that
(., f | f | it& f )&(., g | g| it& g) &(., ( f &g)( | f &g| it&1))
=(., f | f | it& g | g| it&( f &g) | f &g| it) (6.17)
which holds for arbitrary f, g # H1(Rn). We then estimate the right hand
side by using (4.1) and Lemma 4.2. After this, we divide by t and take limit
as t goes to zero to obtain
|F $f (0)&F $g(0)&F $f &g(0)|2 & f & g&1 log \e+& f &1+&g&1& f & g&1 + .
Finally, (6.13) follows from this estimate if we take g= fk and apply
Lemma 6.1 to the function f & fk in place of f. K
7. PROOF OF THEOREMS 5 AND 6
Let [ fk] be a sequence of functions converging to f in H1(Rn). In par-
ticular, fk  f in L1(Rn). Suppose that fk0 on an open set 0/Rn. Take
an arbitrary nonnegative test function . # C 0 (0). Applying Theorem 4 to
g= fk we find at once that
lim
k   | .fk log \e+
fk
& fk&1 +=| .f log \e+
f
& f &1+ . (7.1)
Throughout this section E will stand for a compact subset of 0 with
positive measure. First assume that f #0 in Rn. Thus, in particular,
limk   & fk&1=0 and by (7.1) limk   &Zfk&E=0. On the other hand, we
have the inequality
& fk &L log L(E )&Zfk &E+& fk &1 . (7.2)
Indeed, fk log(e+( fk & fk&E )) fk log(e+( fk & fk &1 ))+ fk log(1+(& fk &1 
& fk &E )), where the latter term is bounded by fk(& fk&1 & fk&E ). Integrating
over E yields (7.2). In conclusion, for f #0 the sequence [ fk] converges to
zero in L log L(E ), as claimed in Theorem 5. From now on we assume that
& f &1=1, which involves no loss of generality since (1.22) is homogeneous.
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We invoke an elementary inequality
} log \e+xa+&log(e+x) }|a&1| max {1,
1
a= (7.3)
for x, y0 and a>0. This allows us to simplify formula (7.1) as
lim
k   | .fk log(e+ fk )=| .f log(e+ f ). (7.4)
Hence an application of Fatou’s Lemma gives
|
E
f log(e+ f ) lim
k  
inf |
E
fk log(e+ fk)
 lim
k  
sup |
E
fk log(e+ fk)
 lim
k   | .fk log(e+ fk)
=| .f log(e+ f ),
where . # C 0 (0) can be any nonnegative function which is equal to 1 on
E. Taking infimum with respect to all such functions . yields
lim
k   |E fk log(e+ fk )=|E f log(e+ f )< (7.5)
We shall have established Theorem 5 if we prove the following lemma:
Lemma 7.1. Suppose that nonnegative functions fk # L log L(E ) converge
to f in L1(E ) and satisfy (7.5). Then
lim
k  
& fk& f &L log L(E )=0. (7.6)
Proof. Let us denote
f k=max[ f, fk], f

k=min[ f, fk].
Then
fk log(e+ fk)& f log(e+ f )= f k log(e+ f k)& f log(e+ f )
+f

k log(e+ f

k)& f log(e+ f ). (7.7)
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By Dominated Convergence Theorem it follows that
lim
k   |E f k log(e+ f k)=|E f log(e+ f ). (7.8)
From (7.7), (7.8), and (7.5) we deduce
lim
k   |E f k log(e+ f k)=|E f log(e+ f ). (7.9)
Next, for 0< yx we have the elementary inequality
(x& y) log(e+x& y)x log(e+x)& y log(e+ y).
It follows from (7.9) that
lim
k   |E ( f k& f ) log(e+ f k& f )
 lim
k   \|E f k log(e+ f k)&|E f log(e+ f )+=0. (7.10)
Using (7.8) yields
lim
k   |E ( f k& f ) log(e+ f k& f )
 lim
k   \|E f log(e+ f )& f k log(e+ f k)+=0.
This together with (7.10) implies
lim
k   |E | fk& f | log(e+| fk& f | )=0. (7.11)
The proof of Lemma 7.1 is completed by observing that
& fk& f &L log L(E )|
E
| fk& f | log(e+| fk& f | )
+& fk& f &E log \1+ 1& fk& f &E+
 0+0=0.
This also completes the proof of Theorem 5.
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The last thing left to be established is Theorem 6. Let . # C 0 (0) be an
arbitrary test function equal to 1 in a neighborhood of the set E, say .#1
on 0$. Consider the mappings .Fk # W1, n(Rn, Rn) converging to .F in
W1, n(Rn, Rn). By (1.1) we have
&J(.Fk)&J(.F )&H1C(n) &{(.Fk)&{(.F )&n
_(&{(.Fk)&n+&{(.F )&n)n&1
Thus J(.Fk)  J(.F ) in H1(Rn). Observe that J(.Fk)=JFk0 on 0$.
By Theorem 5 we conclude that
lim
k  
&JFk&JF&L log L(E )=0,
as desired.
Remark. Coming to an end, there are few questions along the lines of
this work, which we want to address. In [GIM] the authors studied pairs
of Orlicz functions 8, 9 : R+  R for which the expression 9( |JF | ) JF
is locally integrable on 0/Rn, whenever F : 0  Rn belongs to
the OrliczSobolev space W1, 8(0, Rn) and JF0. Suppose now
that F # W1, 8(0, Rn) is not necessarily orientation preserving, that
is, its Jacobian determinant is allowed to change sign in 0. The ques-
tion arises whether one can give meaning to 9( |JF | ) JF as a Schwartz
distribution. It is also interesting to know whether the operator
9( |J| ) J : W1, 8(0, Rn)  D$(0) is continuous. For orientation preserv-
ing mappings, one might try to generalize Theorem 6 accordingly. For
yet more recent account of the HardyOrlicz spaces we refer the reader to
[IV, BIJZ].
8. APPENDIX
The space L p log L(0), as other Orlicz spaces, is traditionally considered
under the Luxemburg norm
& f &Lp log L=inf {k; |0 | f | p log \e+
| f |
k +k p= . (8.1)
The standard reference here is [RR]. In several situations our studies here
have manifested that more explicit nonlinear functionals can be useful. In
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this section we are dealing with the functional defined on L p log L(0) by
the rule
[ f ]Lp log L(0)=_|0 | f (x)| p log \e+
| f (x)|
& f &p + dx&1p, (8.2)
where & f &p=(0 | f (x)|p dx)1p and 1p<.
Theorem 8.1. The functional [ ]Lp log L(0) defines an order preserving
norm in the Zygmund space L p log L(0), which is equivalent to the Luxem-
burg norm. More specifically, we have
[ g]Lp log L[ f ]Lp log L , whenever | g(x)|| f (x)| a.e. (8.3)
and
& f &Lp log L[ f ]Lp log L2 & f &Lp log L . (8.4)
We have divided the proof into a sequence of lemmas.
Lemma 8.1. Suppose f g0 and ab>0, then
f p log \e+ fa +&
f pb p
a p&b p
log
a
b
g p log \e+gb+&
g pa p
a p&b p
log
a
b
. (8.5)
Proof. With the aid of the inequality b p log(ab)a p&b p it is easily
seen that the left hand side of (8.5) is an increasing function with respect
to f (derivative is nonnegative). Therefore, the worst case arises when f =g.
But in this case we are reduced to the inequality
log \e+ga+&log \e+
g
b+log
b
a
which is clear since ab. K
Our next lemma establishes the order preserving property of the
functional [ ]Lp log L .
Lemma 8.2. If the functions f, g in L p log L(0) satisfy | g(x)|| f (x)|
a.e., then
|
0
| g(x)| p log \e+| g(x)|&g&p + dx|0 | f (x)| p log \e+
| f (x)|
& f &p + dx. (8.6)
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Proof. As | g(x)|| f (x)| we see at once that &g&p& f &p . It involves
no loss of generality in assuming that 0<&g&p<& f &p ; the cases & f &p=
&g&p or &g&p=0 are evident.
Inequality (8.5) yields
| g(x)| p log \e+| g(x)|&g&p +| f (x)| p log \e+
| f (x)|
& f &p +
+(| g(x)| p & f & pp &| f (x)|
p &g& pp )
_
log & f &p&log &g&p
& f & pp &&g& pp
.
Now it is a simple matter to integrate both sides of this relation to
conclude with (8.6).
Lemma 8.3. For nonnegative numbers x, y and positive numbers a, b it
holds
(x+ y) log \e+ px+ ya+b+x log \e+ p
x
a++ y log \e+ p
y
b+ .
(8.7)
Proof. An easy computation shows that the function .(t)=log(e+t:),
defined in R+ , is convex for :<0. We take :=(&1p). Thus
. \a+bx+ y+
x
x+ y
. \ax++
y
x+ y
. \by+
which is none other than inequality (8.7). K
Lemma 8.4. For all nonnegative numbers f, g and positive t we have
( f +g) p(1+t) p&1 f p+\1+1t+
p&1
g p. (8.8)
Equality occurs if and only if f =g=0 or f{0 and t= gf.
Proof. The right hand side of (8.8) is a function of one real variable
t # R+ . An elementary computation reveals that the minimum of this func-
tion is attained at t= gf and equals ( f +g) p, establishing the lemma. K
Lemma 8.5. We have a triangle inequality
[ f +g]Lp log L[ f ]Lp log L+[ g]Lp log L . (8.9)
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Proof. Our proof starts with observation that [ f +g]Lp log L
[| f |+| g| ]Lp log L by Lemma 8.2. Therefore, we are reduced to proving (8.9)
for nonnegative functions. We can actually assume that neither f nor g is
the zero function. An application of Lemma 8.4 and Lemma 8.3 enables us
to write
[ f +g] pLp log L=| ( f +g) p log \e+ f +g& f+ g&p+
| _(1+t) p&1 f p+\1+1t+
p&1
g p&
_log \e+ p (1+t)
p&1 f p(1+(1t)) p&1 g p
(1+t) p&1 & f & pp +(1+(1t))
p&1 &g& pp +
(1+t) p&1 | f p log \e+ f& f &p+
+\1+1t+
p&1
| g p log \e+ g&g&p+
=(1+t) p&1 [ f ] pLp log L+\1+1t+
p&1
[ g] pLp log L .
Letting t=[ g]Lp log L [ f ]Lp log L we arrive at the triangle inequality (8.9). K
What is left is to establish the equivalence of the norms [ ]Lp log L and
& &Lp log L .
Lemma 8.6. For each f # L p log L(0) we have
& f &p& f &Lp log L[ f ]Lp log L2 & f &Lp log L . (8.10)
Proof. With the notation K=& f &Lp log L , we can write
K=_ |0 | f | p log \e+
| f |
K +&
1p
which is clear from the definition of the Luxemburg norm. We see at once
that K& f &p . This in turn implies that
K[ |
0
| f |p log \e+ | f |& f &p+&
1p
=[ f ]Lp log L
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as desired. Concerning the last inequality at the relations (8.10), we have
|
0
| f |p log \e+ | f |& f &p+|0 | f |p log \e+
| f |
K ++|0 | f |p log
K
& f &p
=K p+& f & pp log
K
& f &p
K p+
K p
p } e
2 p & f &pL p log L
as is easy to check with the aid of K& f &p . K
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